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Determining the drivers of gene expression patterns
is more straightforward in laboratory conditions than
in the complex fluctuating environments where
organisms typically live. We gathered transcriptome
data from the leaves of rice plants in a paddy field
along with the corresponding meteorological data
and used them to develop statistical models for the
endogenous and external influences on gene expres-
sion. Our results indicate that the transcriptome
dynamics are predominantly governed by endoge-
nous diurnal rhythms, ambient temperature, plant
age, and solar radiation. The data revealed diurnal
gates for environmental stimuli to influence tran-
scription and pointed to relative influences exerted
by circadian and environmental factors on different
metabolic genes. The model also generated predic-
tions for the influence of changing temperatures
on transcriptome dynamics. We anticipate that our
models will help translate the knowledge amassed
in laboratories to problems in agriculture and that
our approach to deciphering the transcriptome fluc-
tuations in complex environments will be applicable
to other organisms.
INTRODUCTION
Although molecular biology has made many contributions to our
understanding of environmental issues and crop improvement,
and more breakthroughs are anticipated, it is difficult to apply
our knowledge of molecular biology to problems that occur in
natural environments or agricultural fields (IPCC, 2007; Hoff-1358 Cell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.mann and Sgro`, 2011; Ronald, 2011). It is important to build on
the knowledge collected under simple, controlled laboratory
conditions to account for the more complex responses that
occur outside of the laboratory, as currently our understanding
of how organisms respond to natural conditions in the field
remains limited. Examples include how plants respond to
complex environmental stimuli in the field at the molecular level
and how factors within the plant, such as the circadian clock and
plant age, affect these responses.
We focused on the transcriptome of rice (Oryza sativa), one of
the most important crops for which a high-quality genome
sequence (IRGSP, 2005) and abundant genetic resources are
available. Field studies of transcriptomes have been rare, except
for several small-scale projects (Hayes et al., 2010; Izawa et al.,
2011; Levy et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2011; Richards et al., 2012).
One of the major difficulties in analyzing data from field experi-
ments is the complex and noisy character of various environ-
mental factors; multiple factors that affect the transcriptome
change simultaneously in the field. We employed a statistical
modeling approach using a large collection of microarray and
meteorological data to characterize the changes in transcrip-
tome under natural field conditions (Figure 1A). This approach
enabled us to dissect how transcriptomes are controlled by envi-
ronmental stimuli in the field, as well as by the plant’s entrained
circadian clock (which we have defined as a diurnal endogenous
rhythm that determines phase and amplitude of an output gene
constant among days during our sampling period) and the
plant’s age (which we have defined as the number of days after
transplanting).
RESULTS
Modeling Transcriptomes in the Field
We first collected hundreds of mature leaves from rice plants
growing in a paddy field (Tsukuba, Japan) during a normal
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Figure 1. Summary of the Modeling
(A) A scheme of the statistical modeling. Transcriptome data (461 arrays), meteorological data (every minute), and mathematical models were combined by the
procedures of parameter optimization and model selection, as described in Extended Experimental Procedures. The results led to the summarization, in-depth
analysis, and prediction.
(B) Summary of meteorological data and sampling time points in Tsukuba from May to October 2008. Moving averages (window = 10 min) were plotted for wind
intensity (m/sec), air temperature (C), relative humidity (%), atmospheric pressure (hPa), and global solar radiation (kJm-2min-1). Sums in each 10 min were
plotted for precipitation (mm). Orange lines represent the sampling time points.
(C) The threshold for a gene treated as expressed. The histogram represents a distribution of typical microarray data after normalization. All microarray results
shared similar distributions. A red line represents the threshold for ‘‘expressed.’’
(D) A Venn diagram of the criteria to filter the genes. The 17,193 genes in the red area for the following analyses. See Extended Experimental Procedures.
(E) Distributions of the parameter number. Histograms for all genes (gray, 27,201 genes) and genes filtrated (red, 17,193 genes).
(F) Model structures and number of genes for each model structure.
(G) R2 distribution of genes in each model structure. Histograms of the R2 values for each gene (n = 461 in 2008) colored by model structure.
See also Figure S1.agricultural season (from May to October in 2008). We used the
youngest fully expanded leaf from one individual plant for micro-
array analysis. To build the model, we used 461 microarray datawith distinct sampling time points (Figure 1B and Figure S1,
Table S1, and Extended Experimental Procedures for sampling
details available online) and the corresponding meteorologicalCell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1359
data (wind speed, air temperature, precipitation, global solar
radiation, relative humidity, and atmospheric pressure) mea-
sured at 1 min intervals (Figure 1B). To evaluate the predictive
performance of the model, we included 108 and 16 microarray
data with distinct sampling time points from plants grown
in the field in the 2009 and 2010 cultivation seasons, respec-
tively, as well as 9 and 16 microarray data with distinct sampling
time points from plants grown in light-controlled and tempera-
ture-controlled growth chambers, respectively (Table S1 and
Figure S2).
We independently modeled the transcriptional dynamics of
each gene based on the framework of multiple linear regression.
We assumed that the dynamics of a gene’s expression could be
explained by the sum of the effects of the plant’s age (D), en-
trained circadian clock (C), environmental stimuli (E), and their
interactions (D 3 C and D 3 E) (see Extended Experimental
Procedures for detailed definitions of these terms and Figure S8).
The term E is the cumulative sum of environmental stimuli and
accounts for the diurnal change in sensitivity to these stimuli.
Six meteorological data sets were considered as E, and one of
them that best explained the expression dynamics of each
gene was selected for the gene. In addition, the term ‘‘N8’’ rep-
resenting differences between two rice cultivars used for micro-
array analysis, Nipponbare and Norin 8, was also included.
We next determined the model structure (e.g., composition
of the terms) for each gene in accordance with a statistical
model selection procedure (see Extended Experimental Proce-
dures and Figure S8). After trying to develop the models for
all of the genes (27,201 genes), only genes that were expressed
in the majority of samples (more than 80% among the 461
samples) and for which residuals from the corresponding model
were normally distributed among the 461 samples were used to
define a gene set for further analysis of the modeling results
(Figures 1C and 1D). As a result, a total of 17,193 genes met
both of these criteria and were used in subsequent analyses
(Figure 1D).
Among these 17,193 genes, the number of parameters for
each gene varied from 3 to 17 (Figure 1E). Thus, models with
no more than 17 parameters could account for the majority of
the expression dynamics of these genes (Figures 1D and 1E).
The number of genes differed dramatically among the model
structures (Figure 1F). The distribution of R2 indicates that
reasonable proportions of the transcriptome dynamics could
be explained by the models and that the contributions of deter-
ministic processes to the expression dynamics varied among
the genes (Figure 1G). We concluded that our microarray data
used for the modeling were enough to capture transcriptome
dynamics under natural field conditions. Details of the modeling
results for each gene are publicly available in the FiT (Field Tran-
scriptome) database (http://fitdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/).
Consider the following example: Os01g0182600 (OsGIGAN
TEA,OsGI) is a rice ortholog ofGIGANTEA in Arabidopsis (Izawa
et al., 2011). The expression of Os01g0182600 exhibits diurnal
oscillation both under laboratory conditions (Itoh et al., 2010)
and in the field (Izawa et al., 2011). Our model for Os01
g0182600 consisted of the terms for environmental stimuli (E)
and genotype (N8) (Figure 2A). Cumulative values of temperature
(w) higher than 14.8C (th, threshold) for the past 371 min (pl,1360 Cell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.memory time period) were used as the effect of environmental
stimuli (see the definitions of w, th, and pl in Extended Experi-
mental Procedures and Figure S8). Here, the diurnal change of
sensitivity to an environmental stimulus was designated as the
‘‘gate’’ (Itoh et al., 2010). To incorporate this concept in our
models, we first defined three types of gate conditions (no
gate, sine gate, or rectangular gate). In the models with no
gate, there was no temporal change in the sensitivity to an envi-
ronmental stimulus in a day. In the sine and rectangular gate
models, the shape of the curve describing the diurnal changes
in sensitivity resembled a sine curve and a rectangle, respec-
tively. We chose the best gate model for a gene with the E
term in its model in accordance with the statistical model selec-
tion procedure. For Os01g0182600, temperature with a rectan-
gular gate was chosen for the model. The gate for Os01
g0182600 was open from 21.2 o’clock (21:12) (os, opening
time) to 4.93 (4:56) o’clock (os + ol, the opening time plus the
gate opening duration) (the units are hours). Thus, both tem-
perature and circadian clock (which is required for the gate
function) are necessary to explain the expression dynamics of
Os01g0182600 in the field. The expression patterns of Os01
g0182600 expected by themodel and corresponding microarray
data in the field (2008) were strongly correlated (R2 = 0.958, n =
461, Figures 2B and 2C). Clear diurnal oscillations of Os01
g0182600 were found on any given day, but the amplitudes
varied daily (Figure 2C). The model for Os01g0182600 explained
the variation in the daily amplitudes well using the night tem-
perature (Figure 2A). The model’s predictive performance was
then evaluated using an independent data set that had not
been used during the model development (Table S1 and Figures
S2A–S2C). The predicted expression of Os01g0182600 based
on the 2008 models agreed well with the observed expression
in the field in 2009 (Figure 2D). Under the laboratory conditions,
the prediction of Os01g0182600 agreed qualitatively with the
observed expression, although the amplitude was overesti-
mated (Figure S2D).
The ability of the 2008 models to predict the entire transcrip-
tomewas next evaluated by calculating the correlations between
the predicted transcriptome (17,193 genes) using the 2008
models with the environmental data, transplanting date, and
transcriptome data of each sample in 2009 across all genes.
The overall correlations of the 2009 samples were fairly high
(generally r > 0.9 for 108 samples) and comparable to the corre-
lations between the biological replicates in the microarray anal-
ysis (Figures 2E and 2F). Although the average daily temperature
in 2010 was relatively higher than in 2008 (Figure 2G), the tran-
scriptome correlations of field samples in 2010 were also high
(generally r > 0.9 for 16 samples) (Figure 2F). Under the labora-
tory conditions (Figures S2B and S2C), the predictions and the
observations were well correlated across the genes (Figure 2F),
although they were lower than those obtained with the 2009 and
2010 field transcriptome data. In addition, under the laboratory
conditions, there was a tendency for the models to overestimate
the variation among samples (Figures S2D, S2F, and S2G). This
tendency was weak and possibly nonexistent in the field data
(Figure S2E).
To evaluate the effects of the parameter (or term) on the
predictive performance, we calculated the correlations of 108
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Figure 2. Predictive Performance of Our Models in the Field and the Laboratory
(A) The model for Os01g0182600 (OsGI).
(B) A scatterplot of observed versus expected expressions in 2008 (n = 461, sample details in Table S1).
(C and D) Expression of Os01g0182600. (C) Expression in samples from June to September 2008. Samples at 2 hr interval for 48 hr in nine data sets (sample ID
237–461). (D) Expression on a summer day in 2008 (sample ID 1–104) and in 2009 (sample ID 509–596).
(E) A scatterplot of observed versus predicted transcriptome at a sample in 2009 in field.
(F) Transcriptome correlations (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r) between predicted and observed expression (except for BR). The numbers of transcriptome
data used for each column of the box plots were 108, 16, 9, 16, and 52, (left to right). For the laboratory experiments, genes affected by environmental factors
other than light or temperature were excluded from the calculation. The numbers of genes were 17,193, 17,193, 11,236, 14,727, and 17,193 (left to right). Lab.,
laboratory; BR, 52 biological replicates in 2008.
(G) Monthly averages of daily mean, minimum, and maximum temperature from 2008 to 2010 in Tsukuba.
(H) Correlations (r) between predicted and observed expression of 108 field transcriptome data in 2009. Each box plot was drawn using 108 values of r. Gene
subsets were used for the calculations, where numbers of genes with the specific term or parameter are shown at bottom of the plot. wind, wind speed; temp, air
temperature; hum, relative humidity; atm, atmospheric pressure; rad, solar radiation; prec, precipitation; no, no gate; sin, sine gate, rect, rectangular gate.
(I) Relative gene expressions affected by temperature changes for over approximately two-thirds of a day (46 genes). Lines and points in the plots are colored
based on the rank of predictive expression intensity at far left. d.a.t., days after transplanting.
(J) Relative gene expressions affected by temperature changes for less than 6 hr (43 genes). Lines and points in the plots are colored as above.
See also Figure S2.samples in 2009 using genes with a specific parameter (or term)
(Figures 2H and S2H). The correlations using only the genes with
none and one of the terms for plant age (D), entrained circadian
clock (C), and environmental stimuli (E) were comparable to
those of all genes (Figure 2H). Next, we calculated the correla-tions using genes with one of the six meteorological parameters.
For air temperature and solar radiation, the correlations were
comparable to those of all genes (Figure 2H). However, for the
other four meteorological parameters, the correlations were
lower than those of all genes (Figure 2H). Thus, the predictiveCell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1361
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Figure 3. Contributions of the Parameters in
the Models
(A) Numbers of genes with each term.
(B) Numbers of genes with each meteorological
parameter. prec, precipitation; rad, solar radia-
tion; atm, atmospheric pressure; hum, relative
humidity; temp, air temperature; wind, wind
speed.
(C) Numbers of genes for each gate model. no, no
gate; sin, sine gate, rect, rectangular gate.
(D) Distributions of R2dX .
(E) Distributions of R2. Larger values of R2dX indi-
cate larger contributions of the term in the model.
The values of R2dX and R
2 for each gene were
calculated using the 461 observed and expected
expressions in 2008. See Extended Experimental
Procedures. The distributions of R2dX and R
2 were
drawn for genes whose models had the term D, C,
E,CD, andDE, respectively (left to right in D and E).
The numbers of genes were 8,151, 10,939, 7,304,
378, and 918.
(F) Distributions ofR2dE of geneswhosemodels had
the respective meteorological data. The numbers
of geneswere 197, 4,838, 657, 156, 1,347, and 109
(left to right).
See also Figure S3.performances for the genes with one of these four meteorolog-
ical parameters were lower than the other two. In addition,
although we plotted the correlations against the month, time of
day, plant age, and values of meteorological data (Figure S2H),
we could not find any clear tendency, except that the predictive
performance was lower for several samples in October (2009)
than for other samples in August (2009). We also calculated
the correlations using genes with distinct gate types only. All
three groups of correlations were comparable to those of all
genes (Figure 2H). These suggest that the predictive perfor-
mances of our models may be low if we give environmental
conditions beyond the physiological ranges of environmental
changes used to develop the models. In addition, we may
need both expressional and environmental data to develop
better models for some stimuli.
We performed further evaluation of the predictive performance
using 16 samples obtained in 2010, in which the temperatures
deviated from 2008 (Figure 2G). As mentioned above, the
transcriptome correlations in 2010 were comparable to those
in 2009 (Figure 2F). Thus, we here focused on temperature-
responsive genes and examined the predictive performances
for genes affected by temperature changes for around 1 day or
longer memory time periods, as well as genes affected by rela-
tively quick temperature changes. For genes affected by the
‘‘long’’ temperature changes for more than two-thirds of a day
(1000 min) memory time periods (46 genes matched the
following criteria: m = a +b3E + g1N8, w = temperature, b3 > 2,
no gate, respond over th, pl > 1000 min), both the predictions
in 2010 and the expectations in 2008 reflected cumulative sum
of temperature over thresholds for two-thirds to 3 days. The
observations matched the predictions according to the long-
term temperature trends observed in 2010, although they were1362 Cell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.partially overestimated in some genes (Figure 2I). For genes
affected by the ‘‘short’’ temperature changes for less than 6 hr
(43 genes: m = a +b3E + g1N8, w = temperature, b3 > 1, no
gate, respond over th, pl < 360 min), the observations again
matched the predictions in 2010, although the daily differences
were partially overestimated (Figure 2J). These two evaluations
showed that our model worked well to predict the gene expres-
sion depending on the changes in temperature even if the
temperatures deviate from those originally used to construct
the models.
As an independent validation of our 2008 models, we further
examined the consistency between our models and genetic
data on the effect of circadian clocks using a circadian clock
mutant of rice (Izawa et al., 2011), which indicated a good perfor-
mance of model selection in our 2008 models (see Extended
Experimental Procedures for details).
Major Determinants of the Transcriptomes
To reveal what controls the transcriptome in the field, we next
examined the contribution of the terms. The terms for age (D),
entrained circadian clock (C), and environmental stimuli (E)
were used in the models for 8,151, 10,939, and 7,304 genes,
respectively (Figure 3A). The resulting models showed that plant
age, entrained circadian clock, and environmental stimuli were
all widely involved in controlling transcriptome dynamics in the
field. For quantitative comparison, we calculated, R2dX wherein
X represents a term such as C, E, or D for genes containing
the X term. These measures likely reflect the contributions of
the terms (see Extended Experimental Procedures for details
on R2dX ). Although the distributions of R
2 among tested gene
sets were similar to each other (Figure 3E), the distributions of
R2dX varied, thereby reflecting a significant contribution of X to
the corresponding R2. Thus, the distributions of R2dC (Figure 3D)
showed that the entrained circadian clock (C) had the largest
contribution accounting for gene expression in the field, at least
in our data set. The extent towhich circadian clocks contribute to
plant transcriptomes under diurnal conditions, especially under
fluctuating environments in nature, is still an open question.
Many circadian clock mutants in Arabidopsis do not exhibit clear
phenotypes (or changes of transcriptome) under diurnal condi-
tions (Izawa, 2012). However, the impact of the C term in our
models clearly suggests the importance of plant circadian clocks
in natural diurnal conditions. Our recent work has also provided
genetic evidence supporting this conclusion using a rice circa-
dian clock mutant (Izawa et al., 2011). The distributions of R2dD
and R2dE were similar, and R
2
dD and R
2
dE were often found at
a lower range of values than that of R2dC (Figure 3D). This means
that the effect of age and the response to environments were
comparable in terms of their impacts on transcriptome in the
field. Because two interaction terms (DC and DE) were retained
in the models for a small proportion of the genes (378 and 918,
respectively; Figure 3A), the majority of gene expression for the
entrained circadian clock (C) and for environmental stimuli (E)
did not appear to depend on or interact with the plant age. The
distributions of R2dDC and R
2
dDE showed that the interactions did
not account much for the expression dynamics (Figure 3D).
The remaining 3,098 genes did not fit the model with any terms
ofD,C,E,DC, orDE. These genes’ expression remain at a certain
level at all times, independent of age, entrained circadian clock,
and environmental stimuli, and are likely to be stably controlled
during fluctuating environmental conditions in the field.
We further analyzed the effects of meteorological data. In our
models with E term, we selected a meteorological data set that
best explained the expression dynamics for each gene. In this
analysis, air temperature was most frequently selected (4,838
genes, 66% of genes with E term; Figure 3B). Solar radiation
and relative humidity were chosen for 1,347 and 657 genes,
respectively (Figure 3B). The other three data sets (wind speed,
precipitation, and atmospheric pressure) were selected for fewer
genes (197, 109, and 156 genes, respectively; Figure 3B). The
distributions of R2dE indicated a tendency for temperature and
solar radiation to contribute more strongly than the other four
meteorological parameters, although reasonable numbers of
genes with the other parameters exhibited relatively large R2dE
values (Figure 3F). Thus, air temperature had the largest effect
on the transcriptome dynamics among the six environmental
stimuli, and solar radiation had the second-largest effect. The
biological significance of the models with E for wind speed,
atmospheric pressure, and precipitation should be carefully
examined in future research (Figure 3F).
For the gates, or the diurnal change of sensitivity to an environ-
mental stimulus, the models with E (but no gate) were selected
for 5,169 genes (Figure 3C). The sine and rectangular gate
models were then selected for 689 and 1,446 genes, respectively
(Figure 3C). Therefore, the responses to environmental stimuli
were gated in 30% of the genes with E term. Although there
was experimental evidence for the gate effects to given light
environments (Itoh et al., 2010), the predicted gate effects for
other environmental stimuli remain to be proven experimentally.
Because both light and temperature can entrain the circadianclocks, it is not surprising that temperature stimuli are gated to
control genes related to circadian clocks.
An Interpretation in Daylight
Our statistical modeling revealed several characteristics of the
environmental response of each gene in the field: the response
mode (f), memory time period (pl), and threshold for a response
(th) (Figure S3). The response mode and the gate type varied
distinctly among the meteorological data sets. For example, in
the case of temperature, a significantly larger proportion of the
genes exhibited a dose-dependent (dd) response (Figure S3B)
and a response to stimuli over a threshold (Figure S3C) than
the proportion that showed a dose-independent response and
a response below the threshold, respectively. A significantly
higher proportion had no gate in response to temperature (Fig-
ure S3D). Most plant molecular biology research has often
focused on the presence or absence of signals. In Arabidopsis,
however, it has been reported that a short pulse of light with
less than one-hundredth of intensity was sufficient to activate
phyA signaling comparedwith the phyB signaling upon induction
of seed germination (Shinomura et al., 1996). Various features in
our models, including memory time period, signal threshold, and
dose dependency, are all likely involved in this light signaling,
and our models may provide useful hints for elucidating molec-
ular mechanisms of plant sensing.
The distributions of the memory time periods were similar
among the six meteorological data (Figure S3E). The values
were widely distributed, ranging from several minutes to several
weeks (5th to 95th percentile range was from 12 min to
9.02 days), and the peaks of the distributions were around
1 day for all meteorological data sets, independent of circadian
clock activity (Figure S3E). These data indicate that plants may
utilize around 1 day of information from ambient environments
to control large parts of gene expression. This featuremay reflect
the plant evolution process on the rotating earth, although the
molecular mechanisms to confer such memory are unknown.
As an example, consider an HSP70 type heat shock protein
(Os03g0218500). Our model for Os03g0218500 (R2; 0.763) con-
sisted of the terms for plant age (D), entrained circadian clock
(C, peak time of C; 9.74 o’clock [9:44]), environmental stimuli
(E, temperature), and genotype (N8) (see our FiT-DB website).
Cumulative values of temperature (w) higher than 24.1C
(th, threshold) for the past 1,480 min (pl, memory time period)
were used to assess the effect of environmental stimuli. The
analysis indicates that gene expression of this HSP70 protein
was expressed in the mornings and, unexpectedly, affected by
relatively long-term (around 1 day) changes of air temperature
in the physiological ranges. This HSP70 protein is evolutionarily
conserved, and previously reported data has indicated that
an Arabidopsis ortholog of this gene (At2g32120) exhibited a
typical heat shock response, acutely induced only for 1 hr after
the 38C treatment (see ATTED II database as an example,
http://atted.jp/). Our results suggest that the physiological defini-
tion of heat shock under natural conditions will need to be re-
evaluated.
In contrast, thedistributions of the thresholds varied among the
meteorological data (Figure S3F). The distribution for solar radia-
tion exhibited a particularly remarkable feature: the thresholdsCell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1363
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Figure 4. The Relationships among the
Thresholds for Solar Radiation, the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio for Day Length
Change, and Periods in which the Gates
Were Open
(A) The distribution of thresholds (th) for solar
radiation in the model.
(B) A plot of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for
the day length change with various threshold
values(th). The slope values and the standard
deviations in a linear regression of the day length
change were considered as the signals and the
noise, respectively.
(C) Patterns of opening and closing of rectangular
gates for solar radiation (130 genes, pl > 1 day).
The genes were sorted by the start time of gate
opening. White and gray lines represent open and closed periods, respectively. Red lines represent the major opening and closing times.
(D) Plots of light and dark time within a day from July to October in 2008 at Tsukuba. Time points with > 0.3 kJ m-2 min-1 are shown as white regions.
See also Figure S4.were concentrated within a low intensity range, <2 kJ m-2 min-1
(Figures 4 and S3F). Thus, low-intensity daylight on cloudy or
rainy days would be sufficient to cause transcriptome changes
in the field. The low thresholds for solar radiation in most of the
modelswithE (solar radiation)were consistentwith the irradiation
levels for many plant physiological responses by light perception
in the laboratory (Franklin and Quail, 2010). The few genes with
a threshold at high light intensity may be associated with high-
irradiance responses (Shinomura et al., 1996, 2000).
To further investigate the biological meaning of the low thresh-
olds of solar radiation (Figure 4A), we calculated the signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N ratio) for the day-length change (Figures 4B
and S4A–S4E). We first determined the slope values for various
thresholds in a linear regression of the daily day length as the
signal using the meteorological data of solar radiation and a
standard deviation of the residuals between observed and calcu-
lated values from the slopes as the noise (Figures S4A–S4D).
Lower noise of daily day length and larger changes of day length
within the cultivation period (from July to October) were found at
the lower thresholds for solar radiation and vice versa (Figures
S4C and S4D and Figures S4B and S4E). Thus, the changes in
day length accompanied by low thresholds can be a good
indicator of seasonal changes. In our models, the thresholds
for solar radiation were concentrated in the low-intensity range
(Figures 4A and 4B). This suggests that the models with low
thresholds selected for many genes with E term (solar radiation)
(Figure 4A) were suitable for incorporating information on the
season changes via the day length measurement.
We further examined the relationships between the duration of
gate opening and the day length changes. Among 130 genes
with E (solar radiation, rectangular gate), the gates were often
open from dusk until dawn (opening around 18:00 and closing
around 05:30) (Figures 4C and S4F–S4M). This pattern differs
from those for temperature (Figure S4F–S4M). From the meteo-
rological data (>0.3 kJ m2 min1), the dawn and the dusk
changed from 04:50 to 06:15 and from 19:00 to 16:35, respec-
tively (Figure 4D). Therefore, themajor opening and closing times
were located within the ranges of the dusk and dawn changes.
Thus, those light gates were associated with the day length
response of gene expression. Taken together, the highly sensi-1364 Cell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.tive sensory systems of plants to lights, such as phyA signals
(Shinomura et al., 1996), would greatly contribute to the recogni-
tion of seasonal changes via day length measurement (Figures 4
and S4).
Environmental Effects on Core Oscillator Genes and
Buffered Output
For the core oscillator gene Os01g0182600 (OsGI), the ampli-
tudes of the diurnal oscillation varied daily (Figure 2C). Similarly,
other core oscillator genes of the circadian clock such as
OsLHY/CCA1,OsPRR73,OsPRR37, andOsPRR95 also showed
variations of daily amplitudes (Figure 5). These variations were
accounted for in the models for these genes with the E term for
air temperature or solar radiation with gate (Table S2). Another
core oscillator gene, OsTOC1/PRR1, showed almost the same
simple sin curve oscillation (Figure 5), but the E term (tempera-
ture with gate) had a significant contribution to its expression
dynamics (Table S2). Therefore, the daily amplitudes of major
core oscillator genes in the circadian clock are affected by envi-
ronmental stimuli such as temperature and solar radiation (Fig-
ure 5B). In contrast, the 3,275 genes had only the term C that
represents simple sin curve diurnal oscillations in their models
(Figure 1F) and can be considered as circadian clock outputs
(Figure S5B and Extended Experimental Procedures), including
some circadian-clock-related genes such as OsPHYA and Ef7/
Hd17/OsELF3 (Figure S5A and Table S2). Therefore, the effects
of environmental stimuli on expression of core oscillator genes
may be buffered to produce the entrained circadian rhythms
independent of the fluctuating environments and to confer stable
diurnal rhythms to thousands of genes under natural field con-
ditions. This possible buffering effect of core oscillator genes
may be important for the entrainment mechanisms of circadian
clocks.
Parameters Associated with Gene Functions
To extract further biological insights, we next investigated the
associations between gene annotations and the model parame-
ters (Figures 6 and S6). Specifically, we tested for an enrichment
of geneswith a particular category of annotation within a range of
parameter values. We found quite a few significant associations
AB
Figure 5. Genes Orthologous to the Arabi-
dopsis Circadian Clock Genes
(A) Plots of expression of rice genes orthologous
to the Arabidopsis circadian clock genes. Points
represent expressions in microarrays. A gray line
represents expected (or predicted) expressions by
the model. Sampling date and start times were
shown on the lower-right part of the panel. 25 time
points, every 2 hr for 48 hr, as a set. The data of
nine sets were shown as the left plot of each gene
(sample ID 237–461). The center and right plots
showed expressions on a summer day in 2008
(sample ID 1–104) and in 2009 (sample ID 509–
596), respectively.
(B) A postulated network and genes associated
with the circadian clock. Blue circles represent
R2dC. Orange circles with blue edge represent R
2
dE
for E of temperature with gate. Orange circles
without blue edge represent R2dE for E of temper-
ature without gate. Yellow-green circles with blue
edge represent R2dE for E of solar radiation with
gate. The intensity of each circle indicates values
of R2dC and R
2
dE . Gray lines represent regulations
postulated from studies inArabidopsis. Black lines
represent regulation with genetic evidences in
rice. A dashed line represents regulations that may
not exist in rice, unlike Arabidopsis. Genes at the
right side are also rice orthologous genes for
Arabidopsis circadian-clock-related genes, but
not enough experimental evidence exists to be put
in the gene network at the left side. The parame-
ters for the genes were summarized in Table S2.
See also Figure S5.between gene annotations and the model parameters in this
analysis; for example, the phase of the effect from the entrained
circadian clock (phC; Figures 6A and S6A and Table S3) and the
stochastic variance of expression (s; Figures 6B and S6B and
Table S4).
The phC results showed that genes with particular annotations
had peak p values at a particular time of day after removing the
age (D) and environmental (E) effects. For example, genes with
annotations of protein serine/threonine kinase activity (GO:
0004674 in RAP-DB, minimum adjusted p = 9.54 3 104) were
enriched from before to after midnight, whereas genes with an
annotation of flavonoid biosynthesis (Uni00061 in KaPPA-
View, 1.30 3 106) were enriched in the early morning. This
result is consistent with a laboratory study of Arabidopsis
in which genes implicated in phenylpropanoid biosynthesis
showed expressional peaks before subjective dawn (Harmer
et al., 2000). In addition, genes related to translation were signif-
icantly enriched from early afternoon to early evening. Interest-
ingly, the most enriched genes associated with rRNA process-
ing (GO: 0006364, 8.34 3 104), small ribosomal subunit (GO:Cell 151, 1358–1369, D0015935, 2.20 3 105), ribosome (GO:
0005840, 3.44 3 1056), large ribosomal
subunit (GO: 0015934, 2.05 3 104),
and aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis (path:
osa00970 in KEGG, 3.44 3 105) were
found in this order and had daily peaksof expression in the same order as their biological order in
rRNA processing. This result strongly suggests that translation
may accelerate from afternoon to evening and that the order
of gene expression related to this acceleration is controlled by
the entrained circadian clock in the field. In a recent study, an
acceleration of translation synchronized by the circadian clock
was observed in mouse liver (G. Cretenet et al., 2011, Eur.
Biol. Rhythms Soc., abstract). This suggests that control of
global translation by the circadian clocks may widely exist
across animals and plants.
The results for the stochastic variance of expression (s)
showed that genes involved in fundamental cellular processes
and related to biotic stress responses exhibited low and high
stochastic variances, respectively (Figures 6B, S6B, and Table
S4). These high stochastic variances for gene expression may
play a biological role that has been shaped by adaptation to
the plant’s environment. These examples of annotation analysis
strongly suggest that our models have succeeded to extract bio-
logical features from gene expression data in the fluctuating field
conditions.ecember 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1365
A B
D EC
Figure 6. Association between Gene Func-
tions and Model Parameters
(A) Significant enrichment of genes with specific
annotations at different phC range (window
size = 4 hr).
(B) Significant enrichment of genes with specific
annotations in different s range (window size =
0.3). The horizontal axis represents the sliding
window. phC, phase of diurnal gene expression; s,
stochastic variance of gene expression.
(C) A heatmap of contributions of C and E for each
metabolic pathway. Each metabolic pathway
(vertical bar) was colored by R2dE  R2dC values for
its member genes. Metabolic pathways were
horizontally ordered by their median values of
R2dE  R2dC. The most C-dominant pathway was
‘‘Pyrimidine biosysnthesis’’; the most E-dominant
pathway was ‘‘Brassinosteroid biosynthesis.’’
(D) R2dE  R2dC values for genes in the pyrimidine
biosynthesis pathway.
(E) R2dE  R2dC values for genes in the brassinoste-
roid biosynthesis pathway.
See also Figure S6.We also compared the effects of entrained circadian clocks
and environmental stimuli in different metabolic pathways by
calculating R2dE  R2dC as a measure of the difference between
the contributions of the two effects to gene expressions (Fig-
ure 6C). A negative R2dE  R2dC value means a dominant effect
of the circadian clock, whereas a positive R2dE  R2dC value
means a dominant effect of environmental stimuli. Most meta-
bolic pathways contained more genes dominated by the circa-
dian clock than genes dominated by environmental stimuli,
although most pathways were composed of a combination of
the two types of genes rather than by a single type (Figure 6C).
This was consistent with the transcriptome-wide tendency of
the circadian clock to have a larger effect than environmental
stimuli (Figure 3D). There were a few extreme examples of
pathways in which most genes were dominated either by the
circadian clock or by environmental stimuli. For example, for
pyrimidine biosynthesis, nine of the ten genes in the pathway
were dominated by the circadian clock (Figures 6D and S6C).
Another example is brassinosteroid biosynthesis, for which five
of the eight genes in the pathway were dominated by the
environmental stimuli (Figures 6E and S6D). Therefore, some
metabolic pathways would be affected according to ambient
environmental conditions, whereas other pathways would be
controlled stably in a diurnal manner that is independent of
such fluctuating environmental conditions.
Predictions under a Changing Climate
The parameter sets for each gene in the model can be used to
simulate the gene’s expression under an arbitrary set of weather
conditions (and transplanting dates).We simulated the transcrip-
tomes under warming and cooling temperatures and compared
the results with the predicted transcriptomes under actual
weather conditions in the field (i.e., using the 2008models driven
by climatic data from other regions). The sets of genes with more
than 2-fold increase were simulated if only the temperature
changed from the environments under which the transcriptome
was determined according to the model (Figures 7A and S7).1366 Cell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.We then performed statistical analysis to detect enrichment of
genes with a particular annotation that exhibited a difference of
>2-fold at various conditions. Under warming conditions (+3C;
Figures S7A and S7B) and cooling conditions (3C; Figures
S7C and S7D), 56 and 45 annotations, respectively, were de-
tected as significantly enriched during at least one time period.
Most of these annotations related to cellulose synthesis or the
light-harvesting complex. Genes with an annotation of light-har-
vesting complex (GO: 0030076 in GO(At1), minimum adjusted
p = 3.68 3 104) were significantly enriched at midnight.
Because the effect on gene expression was restricted to night
(Figures 7B, bottom, and S7B), the change of expression caused
by warming or cooling temperatures may not directly affect
photosynthesis during the day. On the other hand, genes
with an annotation of cellulose synthase activity (GO: 0016759,
8.65 3 105) were significantly enriched. This enrichment was
observed during any hot periods rather than at a specific time
of day; for example, we observed this enrichment nearly all
day from August 7 to 9 (Figures 7B, top, and S7B). This result rai-
ses the possibility that the rising temperature changes cellulose
synthesis specifically during hot days. We then plotted the simu-
lated changes in expression of each gene at various tempera-
tures (Figure 7C). A positive correlation between expression
and temperature was predicted for genes related to cellulose
synthase activity. In contrast, negative correlations were pre-
dicted for genes related to the light-harvesting complex and to
the sugar:hydrogen symporter activity, with a few exceptions.
Genes associated with carbohydrate metabolic pathways were
predicted to showboth positive and negative correlations. Taken
together, this suggests that rising temperatures may increase
cellulose synthesis and inactivate the translocation of sugars,
although it is still difficult to estimate the overall impact on carbo-
hydrate metabolism as a result of rising temperatures.
To provide additional insights from our models, we next simu-
lated the transcriptomes at five locations in Japan using meteo-
rological data in 2008 from these regions and the 2008 Tsukuba
models (Figure 7D). In general, the number of genes with a larger
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Figure 7. Prediction of Effects of Temperature Changes on Gene Expression in the Field
(A) Numbers of genes whose expression is simulated to change bymore than 2-fold under warming temperatures (+1C to +5C). The original environmental data
of Tsukuba from June to September 2008 were used. The horizontal axis represents the time points. Each 48 hr data set started from 10:00.
(B) Significant enrichment of genes involved in cellulose synthase (top) and the light-harvesting complex (bottom) for genes predicted to change by more than
2-fold at a given time in response to a warming temperature (+3C).
(C) Predicted changes of gene expression for four groups of genes with significantly enriched annotations. The vertical axes represent log2 of the ratio of
expression under changed conditions/expression under unchanged conditions. Data are plotted for the time points when the largest changes were predicted to
occur. Lines in the plots are colored based on the log2 (ratio) values for a +15
C change.
(D) Predicted changes of gene expression in five locations on different latitudes in Japan. For each location, left plot indicates numbers of genes predicted
that differ in expression by more than 2-fold to corresponding data from Tsukuba. The horizontal axis represents the time points. Right plot indicates diurnal
temperature data (0:00 to 24:00) on each month in the place (colored) and Tsukuba (black). Thick lines represent averages. Densities of area represent
ranges containing 90%, 75%, and 50% of data. The lower-right table showed monthly averages of daily mean, minimum, and maximum temperature
in 2008.
See also Figure S7.
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than 2-fold difference increased with increasing physical
distances from Tsukuba. This result would be expected based
on the temperature trend among the five locations and the
dominance of temperature effects on the transcriptome in our
models. Thus, these enrichment analyses for distinct locations
were basically consistent with those of the temperature increase
or decrease analyses; many annotations related to cellulose
synthesis and the light-harvesting complex were enriched.
DISCUSSION
As terrestrial and immotile organisms, plants are forced to
adapt successfully to fluctuating natural conditions. Therefore,
to understand how plants respond to complex environmental
stimuli in the field is one of the biggest challenges in plant
biology. In addition, most agricultural traits of crops can be
considered as physical manifestations of the genetic back-
ground, environmental stimuli, and cultivation conditions. This
study comprehensively describes plant transcriptomes in the
field using phenomenological models. We were surprised to
discover that relatively simple models (with at most 17 parame-
ters for a given gene) could account for the majority of the gene
expression dynamics (sample size = 461) even under complex
field conditions (Figures 1D, 1E, and 1G). The transcriptome of
rice leaves in the field was widely affected by three factors in
the models: the circadian clock, environmental stimuli, and plant
age. The entrained circadian clock and temperature had espe-
cially large effects on the transcriptome. The large impact of
the circadian clock on the transcriptome is consistent with
a number of studies performed under laboratory conditions,
although many were performed under constant light (or dark)
conditions (Doherty and Kay, 2010). In rice, it is also consistent
with a previous study of transcriptomes in the field using a circa-
dian clock mutant (Izawa et al., 2011). It is natural to expect that
transcriptome dynamics would be affected by temperature.
Indeed, air temperature affected the expression dynamics of
thousands of genes in our modeling results (Figure 3B). How-
ever, a large number of genes have expressional dynamics
that are independent of temperature changes (Figure 1F). The
coexistence of temperature dependency and temperature inde-
pendency at transcriptome levels implies complex biological
processes involved in the temperature dependency and/or
independency.
Our simple phenomenological models worked sufficiently well
to provide various biological insights from the field transcriptome
data. These include the relative significance of air temperature,
solar radiation, wind, and humidity on affecting transcriptome
fluctuations; the prevalence of a 24 hr memory period of tran-
script induction; the influence of temperature and solar radiation
on circadian gene daily amplitudes; and the metabolic pathways
that are largely influenced by circadian time and those that are
largely influenced by environmental conditions. However, further
improvements will be necessary to simulate gene expression
profiles with actual conditions in the field. For example, we
simplified our analysis by selecting a single meteorological
parameter to construct a model for each gene. This assumption
was employed mainly to reduce the computational effort
required. However, in reality, multiple environmental factors1368 Cell 151, 1358–1369, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.can simultaneously affect the expression of a gene. Therefore,
we tried to apply a model containing two meteorological param-
eters using several genes. The magnitude of the improvement of
the results did not justify the increase in the required computa-
tional effort.
We previously revealed the genetic basis of the critical day
length recognition for gene expression of rice florigen genes
such asHd3a and RFT1 (Itoh et al., 2010). In this study, however,
we have not discussed the genes associated with the photope-
riodic flowering in order to avoidmisleading readers because our
current models might not suffice to explain gene expression
patterns for some key genes such as Hd3a in rice (Itoh et al.,
2010). In this system, there are two gates with distinct gate-
open periods: one for activation ofHd3a and the other for repres-
sion of Hd3a involved in the critical day length recognition (Itoh
et al., 2010). Therefore, incorporation of such two-gate effects
in themodels may be needed to evaluatemore complex systems
such as the control of Hd3a. Thus, predictive performances of
some genes under various environmental conditions still need
to be evaluated individually, although the predictive perfor-
mances of our models were fairly high at the transcriptome
levels.
The use of sinusoid for the term C is also a simplification. The
choice of both terms C and E in a model should be critically vali-
dated in future applications, as these simplifications are likely to
be a limitation of our models for other contexts.
One possible approach to improve the model would be
to combine the phenomenological models with biophysical
models. Biophysical models have been developed for several
biological systems, including photoperiodic flowering in Arabi-
dopsis (Salazar et al., 2009). This combined approach would
improve our understanding of the system that controls complex
processes.
In this study, we used entire mature leaves for the transcrip-
tome analysis. There are also limitations due to this sampling
approach; for example, the sensitivity (the ability to detect events
that occurred in a specific cell type within a leaf or other tissues)
is limited. An analysis similar to the present study but using other
tissues or specific cell types would eliminate this limitation
and provide insights into solving some important agronomic
problems. The effects of pests and diseases also could not
be analyzed in this study because we used only healthy leaves
in our transcriptome analysis. Analyses using leaf samples
attacked by pests or diseases in the field would reveal important
features of the interactions between plants and pests.
Despite these limitations, the approach based on statistical
modeling using a large amount of transcriptome data and mete-
orological data enabled us to create a realistic molecular portrait
of an organism under natural conditions by providing a compre-
hensive description of the transcriptome dynamics of rice plants.
The resultingmodels allow us to predict the changes in transcrip-
tome and possibly the resulting biological effects under a given
set of environmental conditions. This kind of approachwill permit
useful predictions of the biological changes that may occur in
response to some changes in environments, such as global
warming. Recently, the quality of rice grain in Japan has deteri-
orated due to the effects of global warming (Morita, 2009). It is
possible that the deterioration of grain quality is associated
with the changes of the genes related to cellulose synthase
activity—sugar translocations in leaves due to extremely high
temperatures (Figure 7B). Our approach appears to provide
a versatile methodology that can be used to analyze a wide
range of biological phenomena in the field via transcriptome
analysis. We believe that this will be a promising way to translate
the vast amount of molecular knowledge amassed in laborato-
ries into practical solutions for real problems that occur in agri-
culture and under natural conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
DNA Microarray
The youngest fully expanded leaves of rice (Oryza sativa L. ssp. japonica cv.
Nipponbare or cv. Norin 8) were collected in a paddy field at Tsukuba, Japan
(36020N, 140100E, altitude 25 m asl) in 2008, 2009, and 2010 or from plants
cultivated in a growth chamber. We used one leaf from one individual plant
for a microarray experiment. To avoid the effect of sampling (wounding
response, etc.), the individual plants were used only once for sampling.
Thus, every microarray data were derived from independent individual plants.
The DNA microarray experiments were performed using slides of the rice 4 3
44K microarray (Agilent; G2519F#15241), following the manufacturer’s
instructions. The microarray data were newly deposited in Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) database (accession numbers GSE36040, GSE36042,
GSE36043, GSE36044, GSE36595, GSE36784, GSE36777, and GSE39520).
Previous data, GSE21494 and GSE18685, were also used. See also Extended
Experimental Procedures.
Statistical Modeling
Themicroarray data and meteorological data collected by the JapanMeteoro-
logical Agency were used for the statistical modeling. The basic structure of
our models was a linear combination of terms (or parameters) representing
the plant’s age, the entrained circadian clock, and environmental stimuli,
with log-normally distributed stochastic fluctuations (see Figure S8 and
Extended Experimental Procedures). Parameters that maximized the likeli-
hood of the model were searched for within the whole range of parameters
using a numerical optimization approach. The best model for a gene was
selected from two or more variants of the model (e.g., the type of response
to environmental stimuli, the type of gate for the environmental stimuli) using
a statistical model selection procedure (Figure S8B and Tables S6 and S7).
After we performed parameter optimization and model selection to reduce
the number of parameters (or terms) for every gene, we obtained the best
model for each gene (Figures S8C–S8G). The models were used to summarize
and analyze the expression results and for prediction of expression under
various environmental conditions. See more details in Extended Experimental
Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, eight
figures, and seven tables and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2012.10.048.
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